
Scientific solutions for scientific data

KSRS
Kelaroo Synthesis Request System

Streamlining the Chemistry Outsourcing Process

Define  
Chemistry 
Requirements
Built in chemical
intelligence interfaces
and adheres to 
corporate structure
registration
rules.

Select Vendor

System tracks vendor’s 
bids, internal vendor
ratings, past vendor
performance, and
financials.  It assists
you in selecting
the best bid.the best bid.

Receive
Synthesized Lots
The requesting 
department in your 
company receives the 
synthesized lots,
and closes the 
project.

KSRS facilitates secure 
communication between vendors,
individuals, project groups,
and departments during
the RFQ process.

Submit RFQ 
to Vendors

The KSRS allows total customization
of the flow of information and data
files.  This ensures appropriate
 people in your company have
direct communication
with vendors during
production.production.

Communicate
During Production

KSRS Overview
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Founded in 2000, Kelaroo is a leader in the 
development and design of cheminformatics and 
bioinformatics applications. Our core strength is in 
developing products that leverage pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology companies drug discovery data.

Innovation at Kelaroo is driven both by a deep
understanding of our client’s scientific and businessunderstanding of our client’s scientific and business
processes, and a commitment to developing products
that create cost and time savings for our clients.  
Scientific and process innovation extends through all
aspects of our products.  Each product is chemically
and scientifically “aware” so users can search, store, 
and retrieve data in its native chemical form.  Features
like this ensure our products will integrate with yourlike this ensure our products will integrate with your
existing scientific information systems and processes

 

We Understand Your Business



The Kelaroo Synthesis Request System is a 
sophisticated web-based application that 
manages every aspect of the chemistry synthesis 
outsourcing process.  Our system integrates all 
areas of this process, with significant cost and 
time savings.  

The KSRS utilizes our proprietary software, The KSRS utilizes our proprietary software, 
which is chemically aware.  It provides full 
structure and substructure searching, and 
interfaces seamlessly with your current 
normalization and standardization rules.

Our system streamlines the chemistry synthesis
outsourcing process in a way that is not 
possible with traditional methods.  Imaginepossible with traditional methods.  Imagine
being able to issue RFQs, receive quotes from 
selected vendors,issue an award, track vendor 
progress, and ensure you receive exactly what 
you requested.  Furthermore, imagine that 
during this entire process the appropriate 
personnel from your company are able to 
communicate efficiently with vendors and communicate efficiently with vendors and 
internal project teams.  With the KSRS all of 
this and more is now a reality.

KSRS Overview The KSRS Advantage

One of the biggest challenges many companies
face is getting the right information to the right 
people at the right time.  Our system handles all
of this effortlessly.  It automatically directs messages 
to the correct people, and minimizes information 
overload that drains valuable company resources.

Another important feature is ease of access. The Another important feature is ease of access. The 
KSRS is entirely web based, and is designed with 
usability in mind.  At Kelaroo, we are driven to 
produce software that will save you time and 
money, but doesn’t require costly training to use.  money, but doesn’t require costly training to use.  
You will be amazed at how simple and intuitive the 
whole process is.  A complete online help system is 
also included.

Security is not compromised by the ease of access
of the KSRS.  Our system utilizes a highly 
secure platform with multiple redundancies.  This
ensures no unauthorized access, and protects yourensures no unauthorized access, and protects your
intellectual data.  In addition, all communication
sent internally and to vendors is securely encrypted.

Features

Issue RFQs and award jobs

Chemically aware with live structures
and compatible with all chemical data
cartridges

Sdfile uploading, exporting, and list
management

Structure normalization and standardizationStructure normalization and standardization
of individual compounds or entire libraries

Organization and association of contracts
and legal agreements with vendors

Secure and private communications

Tracking and association of QC results

Management of users and privileges

Creation of preferred vendor lists, and Creation of preferred vendor lists, and 
internal vendor ratings

Financial reporting, cost center, and
spend analysis
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